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CIRRUSHOSTING EXPANDS RELATIONSHIP WITH COLOGIX TO AUGMENT CANADIAN
MANAGED HOSTING SERVICES
CirrusHosting, a leading provider of VPS hosting, cloud hosting, and dedicated server hosting, have announced
an expanded relationship with Cologix, one of the foremost North American network neutral data center
providers.
Markham, ON (PRWEB) May 14, 2014 – CirrusHosting, a leading provider of VPS hosting, cloud hosting, and
dedicated server hosting, have announced an expanded relationship with Cologix, one of the foremost North
American network neutral data center providers. CirrusHosting will leverage access to the reliable and scalable
interconnection and colocation services of Cologix’s Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver data centers to augment
their existing Canada-based managed hosting services, colocation services, and private Canadian cloud
management.
The growing relationship will allow CirrusHosting to accommodate the growing demand by Canadian business
and government organizations for secure and private managed hosting services within Canada.
Building on IT and hosting infrastructure in Canadian data centers, managed by a vendor with a deep expertise
in Canadian regulatory requirements, allows organizations to leverage the benefits of powerful managed hosting
platforms with the assurance that their data is being handled in full conformity to legal requirements.
“Cologix is the leading network neutral data center provider in Canada which is important to us because
leveraging their data centers allows us to ensure scalability and redundancy while gaining access to the best cost
curve for the network services that make the cloud go,” commented Cirrus CEO Ehsan Mirdamadi. “In addition,
CirrusHosting are committed to helping our Canadian clients ensure their data is handled appropriately and our
relationship with Cologix helps us to accommodate our rapidly growing client base without compromising our
commitment to Canadian data sovereignty.”
By partnering with Cologix, CirrusHosting is able to satisfy the hosting needs of Canadian organizations while
providing an extensive choice of locations within Canadian jurisdictions, powerfully redundant managed hosting
services, and flexible service level agreements (SLAs) customized to meet the needs of individual clients.
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CirrusHosting provides a complete managed hosting solution for business and government agencies, including
virtual private server hosting, enterprise and SMB cloud hosting, dedicated server hosting, and business
collaboration and groupware hosting services, including Open-Xchange and Microsoft Exchange hosting,
Microsoft Sharepoint hosting, and IP PBX hosting.
###
About CirrusHosting
Cirrus Tech Ltd. has been a leader in providing affordable, dependable VM and VPS hosting services in Canada
since 1999. They have hosted and supported hundreds of thousands of websites and applications for Canadian
businesses and clients around the world. As a BBB member with an A+ rating, Cirrus Tech is a top-notch
Canadian web hosting company with professional support, rigorous reliability and easily upgradable VPS
solutions that grow right alongside your business. Cirrus Tech’s enterprise hosting platform also provides ondemand, high-availability cloud hosting for clients who need the ultimate in scalability and performance. For
more information, visit http://www.cirrushosting.com/.

